Introduction
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projects. These projects, however, may hnpact the quality of coastal resources.
There arc three basic strategies thnt have emerged to manage beach erosion. Shoreline armoring involves the construction of seawalls, rip~rap (rock piles), and other devices designed to prevent any shoreward movement of the coastline. There is ample evidence that armored beaches tcnd to be narrower and steeper, Hurl therefore less desirable for recreation, than beaches that urc not armored (Clayton et al. 1992; Leatherman 1988) . Shoreline armoring has come under increased firc for its expense, negative aesthetic consequences, and environmental effects, such as habitat loss. However, this strategy is still utilized in many areas of the eastern U.S., including the study site reportcd here.
The second strategy is beach 1l0urisluuent J the process of maintaining the coastline by pumping or trucking sand onto the beach to replace sand that has been lost to erosion. It does not have the negative aesthetic consequences of shoreline armoring, but it is an expensive process and is only a temporary solution to erosion problems in most cases (Pilkey and Dixon 1996; P.ompe and Rinehart 1995b) . In addition, there is concern that the dredging of offshore sand can aggravate the forces causing erosion. Armoring and nourishment have generally been the favored management schemes of coastal engineers in both their policy recommendations and in their aca-. demic literature.
The third management strategy is that of shoreline retreat. Many coastal geologists feel that erosion is an inevitable process that can be contained only locally and temporarily (Clayton ef al. 1992; Pilkey and Dixon 1996) . The policy of retreat is based on this proposition: Coastlines should be allowed to erode naturally without engineering intervention. The recommended policy response is to move or dismantle structures that will be lost to this erosive process in the short and medium run. In the long run, structures should be constructed at a sufficient distance from the beach so they will not be at risk over their expected lifetime. Allowing beaches to migrate, this argument goes, will maintain the flow of recreational and environmental services to the public at large with much lower public expenditures than any active management strategies.
There are three important considerations in making empirical judgments about the desirability of management alternatives on efficiency grounds. One is the effect on coastal property owners. Beachfront property, in particular, is at risk of total loss from erosion, and individuals who own such property l'isk losing significant wealth under a retreat strategy. A second category is the effect upon recreational beach users. Beachgoers generally prefer a beach devoid ofscawalls and groins, both for aesthetic llnd safety reasons. In addition, wider beaches are generally preferred to narrower ones. The third is the cost of management, consisting of possible construction and maintenance expenditures on armoring, possibly including periodic expenditures on nourisluuent, or consisting of outright property losses associated with the retreat scenario. One might also emphasize environmental and habitat effects of management programs, though this is not something We chose to focus upon in the present paper.
This purpose of this paper is to make quantitative estimates of the costs and benefits of each of the erosion management strategies for Tybee Island, Georgia. Tybee is a typical East Coast barrier island, consisting of a similar geological makeup and subjected to weather conditions that arc similar to other beaches in the eastern U.S. These estimates are then combined in a 25-year simulation of the three alternatives in order to provide evidence of the relative desirability of alternative beach management schemes in the eastern U.S.
The paper is organized as follows. We begin with a brief discussion of the study site. We then turn to the measurement of benefits and costs accruing to property owners through hedonic price rcgression analysis. The next section describes the measurement of recreational benefits through a stated preference survey, which is followed by estimates of management costs based on an examination of historical cxpenditures. We thcn describe the way that cmpirical results were adapted to fit the management scenarios. The results of the simulation are then presented and discussed. The final part of the papcr draws a few central conclusions from the results.
The Study Site -Tybee Island Tybee Island is located at the mouth of the Savannah River, about J9 miles east of the city of Savannah. It has a relatively small year-round population of less than 3,000 people (1998 cstimate). It serves as an accessible beach recreation area for nearby communities, most notably the metropolitan area of Savannah (293,000 population in 2000) , and is also a resort destination for visitors from Atlanta and other population centers.
Rcsidcntial and commercial development of the island began in the late 1800s (Godley 1958) . Thc historical erosion management practicc has been a combination of shoreline armoring and nourishment. The first seawall was constructed on the southern part of the island in 1936, and substantial additions of groins and riprap have been made over the past 40 years. There havc been five major beach renourishment operations since 1976, the most recent completed in 2000. Whilc management has, for the most part, protected buildings and infrastructure, it has not fully protected thc beach amenities that fuel this resort community's economy. Tourists expect that they will cnjoy recreation on the beach, but the effects of erosion can cause long stretches of the beach to disappear at high tide. Disappointed tourists may takc their business to other recreational destinations. We examinc the incremental value of improved beaches for both tourists and coastal residents.
Hedonle Analysis of the Benefits of Erosion Proteetion to Property Owners
Beaches provide recreational and amenity values to coastal property owncrs, and they also influence the flood and crosion risk faced by these propcrty owners. Historically, residcntial structures on or near beaches were built with salvaged or inexpensive rnaterials in recognition of stonn and crosion risks (Pilkey 1995) . This has changed over the past sevcral decadcs, as more pcople havc SPCllt substantial sums of money 011 property improvemcnts close to the ocean. . It has been suggcsted that beach width and stability arc imporlant determinants of properly value, affccting both recreational/amenity values and nood and erosion risk (Edwards and Gable 1991; Pompe and Rinehart 1995a) . The relationship betwecn property valuc, distance from the crosion rcference feature (ERF -usually measured as the high-tide line), and thc erosion rate is a complex one. Property owners value shorter distances from the ERF for recrcational and amenity reasons, but they also value protection from storms and erosion risks, which is holstcred by greater bcach width, more distance from the ERF, and a lower erosion rate.
Interpreting the results of a hedonic analysis of this relationship is made substantially more difficult by their dependence on homeowner's cxpectations of futurc coastal management actions. We interpret our results for Tybee Island as rcnecting lhe residual risk of damagc faced by property owners given the historical and existing programs. QUI' results are also conditioned on thc availability of federal nood insurance, which most of the" propcrties in the analysis are rcquired to hold. \Ve should note, however, there is uncertainty over whether sunny-day erosion losses (those not associated with a flooding event) would be covered under this program; there is a very plausible risk that they will not. If property owners are allowing for the risk of significant changes in erosion protection actions or insurance coverage, our interpretation is biased.
We employ a straightforward application of hedonic analysis, positing that housing price, Ph is a function of structural characteristics, 8/ (square fcct, age, etc.), and environmental chamctcristics, QI (beach width, distance from the beach, erosion risk, and the presence of erosion control structures). Neighborhood variables not reflected in these environmental regressors were omitted based on a judgment thut the community on Tybee was small and homogeneous enough to make them unitnpo~ tant.
The data set consists of 318 properties on Tybee Island that were sold between 1990 and 1997, chosen at random from the county tax assessor database. We use this data set to make inferences about the value of beach resources for all properties on the island. Residential properties on Tybee were fully developed during the 1970s. New construction during 1990-97 was confined to a few redeveloped lots on the island's north side. \Ve feel, therefore, that our sample is representative.
The variables representing environmental conditions reflect their condition in the spring of 1997. Thirty~two transects of beach and dune widths were measured along the beach front portion of Tybee Island with an electronic range finder. Prom these measurements, another seven estimates were interpolated to provide adequate coverage over Tybee's beachfl'Ont. As such. the beach und dune width variables indicate coastal conditions within 200 feet ofa property. Assuming u constant erosion rate across the island, it would be possible to infer what beach widths were in previous years. Nourishment operations in '93 and '95, however, make such u procedure unreliable. To the extent that beach conditions in previous years ('90 to '96) were significantly different from the spring of '97, the hedonic price of beach width could be biased.
Property distances from the shoreline were calculated using tax maps. There were no major storms during this period, and property distance from the shoreline did not change. Distance from the ERP was calculated as the sum of distance from the shoreline, the width of the dune field, aud the width of the dry beach (above the high tide line -often zero if a seawall is present). Here, again, beach width is measured in the spring of 1997 and may not be representative of previous years. Erosion risks were defined qualitatively by each property's proximity to the north and south ends of the island (historically high risk areas [Clayton ef al. 1992 ]) relative to all other areas (classified us 'not high risk'). ' The hedonic regression was estimated us a semi~logarithmic model with ordiuary least squares. The model performed reasonably well, with 13 out of 17 variables significant at the 10% level and an R2 of 0.67. The results are given in table I. Beach width was highly significant, both statistically and economically. Evaluated at the means of the data, a one-meter increase in beach width implies un additional $233 in property value. Similarly, oceanfront and inlet-front status were highly significant and implied an increase in value of $34,068 for oceanfront homes and $87,620 for inlet-frollt homes. The variable measuring distance from the ERF was also highly significant, implying that each meter of additional distance reduced property value by $91. The erosion risk dUlluny was significant and implied that presence in the high-erosion zone reduced property value by $9,269.
Combining the results of the hedonic analysis with other costs and benefits rcq uires the setting of a basclinc estimate of the property benefits when the status quo beach management practices are in effect on Tybee Island. These estimates can then be comparcd with the estimated property benefits arising from diffcrent management secnarios. \Ve scaled up the total estimates of value by computing the ratio of the tolal number of homes on the island to the number in. our sample (2,795/318). Thus, we assumed that each property in our sample represented 8.79 identical homes. In order to relate the asset value of a house to the flow of services it represents, we adopted a real estate hcuristic from the literature that I% of the average property value per month is a" reasonable rental rate (Kricsel, Randall, and Lichtkoppler 1993) . This may introduce bias to the extent that it is inaccurate for our sample. The status quo value of housing services for the analysis was set by using the estimatcd equation to predicl housing prices in the sample under thc current beach conditions, scaling this up to rcprescnt the number of homes on the island, and taking the prescnt discounted value of housing scrvices over the next 25 years assuming no real apprcciation of housing prices, no long-term net erosion, and a 4% discount rate. The resulting estimate is $906,016,772 in 1996 dollars, In ordcr to derive differential benefits cstimates for changing levels of coastal amenities, thc cstimated ex ante hedonic equation was used to predict chungcs in the value of Ihc housing stock. Bartik (1988) has shown that using the ex ante hedonic to predict ex post economic impacts of changing amenity Icvels produces an. ovcrcstimate of true benefits when: (;) the housing rental schedule closely reflects supplier's costs, (ii) the changc in the amenity is relativcly largc, (iii) increases in amenity levels decrease lhe marginal value of the amenity, und (iv) consumer relocation costs are relatively low. These conditions are likely met in the case of Tybee. Thcrcfore, We assume our estimate of the impact of improved beach conditions on the value of the housing stock is an upper bound estimate of the true impact.\ OUf alternative management scenarios involve increasing beach width and removing the bulk of shoreline armor (with the exception of the terminal groins) on Tybee Island. In one case, we assume that these beach conditions arc maintained by drastically increasing the amount of beach nourishment. In the other, we assume that shoreline retreat maintains these conditions. To derive property benefits associated with the Nourishment Alternntivc, we estimated the value of houses in our sample assuming a 2.S-meter increase in the average beach width, and calculated the present discounted value ofhotlsing services over 25 years (employing the same assumptions as the status quo measure). The resu lting measure is $908,143,449 in 1996 dollars, a $2,126,677 increase over the statns quo. The properlY effects associated with the Shoreline Retreat Alternative are explained in a subsequent section. The differential property value effects of both alternatives can be found in the middle column of table 7.
Stated Preference Analysis of the Recreational Benefits to Beach Visitors
Beaches provide benefits to visitors who utilize them as a place for sunning, swimming, walking, fishing, and other sporting and leisure activities. The magnitude of these benefits depends, in'part, on beach characteristics that are directly affected by erosion management choices, including beach width and the presence and nature of engineering structures, as well as the number of beach visitors attracted to the site (Silberman and Klock 1988). The recreational benefits of alternative management strategies relative to the status quo were measured through a contingent choice 2 (CC) survey of recreational beach users on Tybee Island during three seasons in 1998. To avoid double counting, Tybee Island residents were removed from this dataset.
The survey instrument for this research (which can be found in the Appendix) was designed around a map of Tybee Island that illustrates the types of beach conditions and depicts the location of beach types on Tybee under alternative management conditions. It begins with a short description of Tybee Island nod its shoreline erosion phenomena, and then inquires about the frequency of beach visitation and experience with poor beach conditions that Were erosion-related. The instrument then presents four color pictures of different beach conditions: widest beach (approx. 28 meters wide at high tide, 73 meters at low tide), wide beach (approx. 23 meters wide at high tide, 68 meters at low tide), narrow beach (approx. 9 meters wide at high tide, 55 meters at low tide), and narrowest beach (no beach at IOn Ihe other hand, if Ihe Tybee housing market were a very small part of a larger market for coastal housing, then a localized change in beach condilions would not affect the equilibrium market relationship. The predicted value of the housing stock would precisely reOeet the change in welfare, which would accrue to landlords in the form of increased rellis. Most of the barrier islands in Georgia arc undeveloped. There arc only Ihree developed substitute sites within Georgia. The closest; Saint Simon's Island, is 80 miles from Savannah. The South Carolina coast has a !lumbcr of developed beaches, some of which arc closer in proximity to Savannah (such us Hilton Head, 40 miles away). As such, Tybee is a significant portion of the coastal housing market in the southeastern U.S., and changes in amcnity levels would likely have an impact Oil the equilibrium hedonic price function in the region.
high tidc, 45 meters at low tide). The facing page describes these beach conditions and discusses policies that can be used to maintain beach width.
The respondent is then pr~sented with two color maps of the island: the status quo conditions and the improved conditions brought about by one alternative management plan. The contingent choice being made posits the status quo conditions against four alternatives (summarized in table 2), one of which was presented in any given survey. Alternative One depicts wider beaches (a one-meter increase in the average width) with shoreline armorillg similar to the status quo. Alternative Two offers even wider beaches (a 2.5~meter increase in the average width) with minimal armoring (only the terminal groins, at the north and south cnds of the island, remain). Thc third and fourth alternatives are graphically identical to the second, but contain a specification of the management strategy to be used to achieve the improvements. The third alternative specifies that a policy of increased beach nourishment be used to maintain wider beaches devoid of seawalls. The fourth alternative specifics that a policy of shoreline retreat be the management approach used to maintain the wider beaches. An existing payment vchicle -beach parking feeswas chosen for the survey. The facing page presents the primary valuation question:
Considering the beach conditions and thc price of using the beach, which would you prefer to see at Tybee Island? (circle one) where X, Y, and Z vary among respondents. In order to prevcnt free riding of beach visitors that rent beach houses or hotcl rooms, the survey clearly stated, u ... parking fees would be extended to rental houses and hotels."
Potential participants were approached at the beach on Tybee Island and asked to participate in the survey. If they agreed, their name, address, and a brief survey of personal characteristics were recorded, and surveys were distributed with return envelopes. A foHow-up postcard was sent to respondents' homcs two weeks later, and a replacement survey was scnt a month after initial contact if a response had not been received (Dillman 1978) . The response rate for the survey was just under 50%, and the nnmber of usable responses (1,612) was 48% of the surveys distributed. Because beach visitors have a choice bctwecn daily parking and an annual pass, two separate models were estimated (referred to as the 'day-tripper' and 'pass~holdcr' Description Current levels of armoring and beaeh width* Wider beaches than status quo with similar shoreline armoring Wider beaches than Alternative I with greatly reduced shoreline annoring through unspecified policies Same as Alternative 2, but specified as achieved through beach nourishment Same as Alternative 2, but specified as achieved through shoreline retreat .. The stalus quo scenario assumes Ihal nourishment is sufficient to prevent any long-term net beach erosion.
1l.1Odels, whose separation was justified by use of the Wald tcst for structural change)3 and the results combined to make estimates for the beach visitor population. Bell and Lecworthy (1990) use an. 'on-site' cost model to estimate the benetlts of Florida beaches. In their model, they distinguish between the conventional travel costs and those costs incurred at the recreational site, finding that the former are positively related to the demand for beach days, while the latter are inversely related. OUf payment vehicle is an oIlwsitc cost that could have a similar inverse effect on the demand for beach days. While we felt that the payment vehicle was more believable than the more standard "voluntary contribution" mechanism, changing parking fees may induce substitution away from beach recreation (or induce recreation at other beaches). Moreover, we did not feel that we had sufficient data on travel costs to estimate a model following Bell and Leeworthy that would allow for changing visitation after the improvement. As such, our price increase measure is calculated as the prospective increase in parking fees, calculated at current visitation rates. \Ve do not take into account how visitation changes after the improvement have occurred. This implies that our recreational benefit estimates are lower bounds to the true measure, because any adjustment in visitation will be strictly welfare increasing.
\Ve only sketch the model underlying these estimates, which is a very convent ional (\pproach to analyzing dichotomous choice stated preference data. Individual utility depends on beach conditions associatcd with management actions, wealth, and a composite good (11). Letting b o represent status quo beach quality and management actions and b l represent proposed changes in beach quality (and in some cases management actions), respondents choose the alternative that gives them the highest utility. They Will, therefore, choose the alternative management strategy if its indirect utility is higher than that associated with the status quo:
where y is the respondent's incomc, A is the incremental cost to the respondent of the proposed managemcnt alternative, II is a composite commodity, and s is a vcctor of observable characteristics (gender, age, history of visiting Tybee, etc.). The variables Eo and E, are identically and independently distributed stochastic disturbance terms with zero means.
A logistic regression is used to estimate this model. The regression is specified as:
where v represents the change in indirect utility relative to the choice representing statlls quo conditions (which is assumed to follow a logistic distribution) (Hanneman 1984) . Eighty percent of the respondents were identified as 'day-trippers'. The estimation results for this portion of the data are presented in the first column of table 3. Ten of the 16 covariates were statistically significant at the 10% level. The estimated coefficients on NOURISH and RETREAT were bolh greater than that on \VIDER. The only difference between these alternatives is that the two former specify the method of management, whilc the latter does not. Moreover, the specified management methods, beach nourishment and shoreline retreat, are very different in their approach. While one would expect that physical outcomes ofbcach management are important, this result suggests that management processes arc as well) and that beach visitors exhibit positive values for both of these distinct approaches, The model predicted a 32. t% affirmative response rate associated with the alternative strategies, which was close to the actual affirmative response rate of 35.8%. The 'pass-holder' model included the remaining 20% of survey respondents, and the results arc given in the second column of table 3, Eight of the sixteen . covariates were statistically significant at the 10% level. Interestingly, none of the dummy variables identifying the alternative treatments were significant, A majority (53%) of Ihe 'pass-holders' were local residenls from nearby Thunderboll and Savannah. (This is considerably higher than in the 'day-tripper' sample, 24%.) Local recreational users will be affected to a greater extent by changes in beach condi-tions, since their substitution possibilities arc more limited, and there is much uncertainty about the longMterm management of barrier islands, especially in light of the potential for sea level rise. As such, it is possible that there is no clear consensus among local people on the attractiveness of either management approach, and thus there is a good deal of noise in the parameter estimates. Also, the point estimate of one of the coefficients (WIDER) had an unexpected sign, which could reOect the belief of sOl11e local residents that wider beaches wilt bring more tourists, with associated congestion problems. The model predicted an affirmative response rate of 39.9%, which is reasonably close to the actual rate of 42.8%.
Due to the large number of 'no' responses in the data (roughly 2/3 for the 'daytripper' model and over half for the 'pass-holder' model), we decided to use the mean measure of marginal WTP rather than the rnedian. \Vhile these two should be equal for a symmetric distribution (as is the logistic), our point estimate of the med ian was negative (with a wide confidence interval) for one of the models ('day~tripper').The mean marginal WTP, however, can be estimated as the area und el' the fitted logistic regression curve, which is non-negativc. The area under the logistic curve was calculated by numerical integration.
'Day-tripper' Welfare Measures
The integration procedure yielded a mean marginal WTP estimate of $97.65 (deflated to 1996 dollars) per 'day-tripper' household per year. Dividing by average visits per year (l0.36 days), we arrive at a daily marginal WTP of $9.43 per household. These overall averages were calculated with all covariates set at their sample means. To derive differential welfare measures, we manipulate the sequence of dummy variables (WIDER, NOURISH, and RETREAT) to correspond with each of the alternatives, ilLturn. For example, the marginal WTP for Alternative One (the baseline for the logit model) was calculated by setting all three of the included dummy variables to '0'. This resulted in a daily marginal WTP of $7.43 per household. This is a monetary measure of what the average 'day-tripper' household is willing to give up (in tefll1S of purchasing power) to attain the conditions identified in Alternative One relative to those in the status quo.
Likewise, the marginal WTP for Alternative Two was calculated by setting the \VIDER dummy variable to 'I' and the othcr two to '0'. This resulted in a daily marginal WTP of $9.56 per household. Alternative Two was designed to elicit the value associated with the removal of a seawall on Tybee. There is strong evidence that such a sccnario would lead to an increase in the quality of the beach. We cannot claim, however, that the removal of shoreline armoring and an improvement in beach conditions are perfectly correlated in all cases, and we do not know which change subjects were responding to. As such, we must interpret this result with caution. We conclude that this is weak evidence that the removal of shoreline armoring will enhance recreational benefits.
The 'day-tripper' daily marginal \VTP measures for the Nourishment and Retreat alternatives were $11.39 and $10.35 per household per day, respectively. A primary objective of this research is to assess the relative efficiency of these two distinct methods. We find that recreational benefits nrc sensitive to the management regime when resultant beach conditions are identical, and these results are key in the analysis th.at follows. These differential welfare estimates will be used in conjunction with welfare estimates from the pass-holder model to analyze the overall recreational benefits of the various management alternatives under consideration.
'Pass-holder' Welfare Measures 115
The mean marginal WTP estimate for the 'passwholder' sample is $176.09 (deflated to in 1996 dollars) per household per year. 'Dividing this by the average visits per year (46.71 days) produces a daily marginal WTP eslimate of$3.77. We follow the same procedure as outlined above to estimate the welfare measure for Alternative One, which produces a daily marginal WTP estimate of$4.02 for the 'pass-holder' group. None of the other dummy variables were significantly different from zero, so we do not derive differential WTP measures for the other alternatives.
Aggregate Welfare Measures
We calculate weighted average welfare measures for each alternative assuming that the true proportion of daily uscrs and pass holders is reflected in our sample. These figures are presented in column one of table 4. The estimated welfare measures were scaled up using Georgia Department of Transportation traffic count data (Deloney 1994). These data were generated from procedures that netted out regular cOlnmuter traffic from actual beach visitors. The resulting estimate of recreational trips to Tybee Island is 899,284 per year. Since our welfare estimates correspond to the household level, we make the conservative assumption that each car corresponds to one survey response. The annualized welfare estimates are presented in column two of table 4. The weighted average daily marginal WTP for Alternative One (n one-meter il1 w crease in the average width with shoreline armoring similar to the status quo) is $6.75 (in 1996 dollars) per household. Scaling this numher by the estimated beach user days provides an annual benefit estimate 0[$6,070,167 from wider beaches. Alternative Two (n 2.5 w meter increase in the average beach width with minimal shoreline armoring) had a significant effect in the 'day-tripper' model. Taking this effect into account, daily marginal \VTP increases by $L70, corresponding with an annual welfare estimate of $7,598,950. The only significant effects associated with specifying the management strategy (Alternatives Three and Four) Were found in the 'day-tripper' model, where subjects exhibited an increased marginal \VTP when either management strategy was specified. The marginal WTP for beach conditions maintained by nourishment were .estimated to be about 10% higher than the same conditions maintained by a policy of shoreline retreat for the daily visitors. The weighted daily average marginal WTP for improved, nourished beaches was estimated at $9.92, while the weighted daily average marginal WTP to i1nproved, natural beaches (trmintained by retreat) was estimated at $9.08. These estimates correspond with annual recreational benefits of $8,821,697 and $8,074,698, respeelively.
To estimate recreational benefits over the 25-year Hille horizon of our simulations, we made the conservative assumption that visitor days remain constant. The estimated valuation measures are assumed to remain constant, and futurc benefits are discounted at 4%. The resulting recreational benefit estimates urc prescnted in the third column of table 4.
The Costs of Erosion Management
Structural engineering on Tybee Island began in 1882 and has had a constant pres w ence since then. Table 5 .A lists the major shoreline enginecring structures erected and their accompanying costs. The present value of all erosion control structures amount to about $16.24 million (1996 dollars), which includes a rough estimate for structures built before the 1936 seawall (rye 1998). Table 5 .B provides estimates of beach nourishment costs beginning in 1976 and running through to the renourishment undertaken by the Georgia Ports Authority in 1995. (At the time of this writing, another nourishment project had just been conl w pleted on which we did not have data.) The present value of beach nourishment costs since 1976 amounts to $16.62 million. Thus, the total costs of beach manage w ment on Tybee Island, including both structures and beach nourishment, amount to an estimated present cumulative value of $32.86 million.
In this analysis, the historical costs of beach management on Tybee Island serve as a guide to the projected future costs of the status quo maliagement scenario. The average cost of beach management on Tybee over the past 35 years has been about $1 million per year (in 1996 dollars). This number is slightly higher than the Army Corps projected nourishment cost estimates of $972,000 per year (Delony 1994). The Corps estimates reflect initial nourishment costs of $5.5 million (projected from 1994 to occur in 1996) and three periodic renourishment costs at about $4.3 million every seven years (effectively, until around 2024) . Included in these estimates are mobilization/demobilization costs and dredging costs, each with contingcncy cost buffers, as well as cultural resource investigation, planning, engineering, design, and construction management costs. \Ve use the million-dollar yearly cost of status quo beach management as a benchmark.
In estimating the costs of erosion management using nourishment with minimal· shoreline protective devices, we assumed that only the terminal groins at the ex- trcme north and south ends of thc island remained. (These are likely to be retaincd undcr any management scenario to hclp stabilize the beach template under the pressure of thc long-shore current.) \Vhile thc rcmoval of seawalls, groins, and rip-rap should increase beach quality, beach nourishment would have to be increased drastically to maintain the present/oeation of the shoreline, and overall costs are expccted to be significantly highcr than the status quo. \Ve consider ad hoc cost increases of 50, 100, and 200% over the status quo.
The Retl'eat Simlllatioll
Examining the costs and benefits of a retreat strategy was the most challenging and most interesting part of this analysis. Shoreline retreat differs from the other management strategies in that the composition and characteristics of the housing stock are directly affected in ways that vary over the course of the analysis. We focus on residential properties, which comprise the majority of buildings on Tybee Island. We assume that once engineering structures were removed and nourishmcnt projects ceased, the ocean shoreline of Tybee would begin to move landward at a regular rate. Unfortunately, unlike at many other east coast beaches, there has been so much intervention for so long that there is no way to make accurate estimates of a 'natural' erosion rate. In addition, erosion rates would vary at different parts of the island. We have chosen to use a variety of erosion rates based on maps of Tybee from the previous century and on erosion ratcs on similar barrier island beaches, nud we have chosen to apply these uniformly along Tybee's shore. We examine six erosion rates, ranging from 1/3 meter to 2 meters per year.
Recall that we arc using the rental rate as an npproximation of use value associated with the housing stock, not changes in the value of capital. \Ve assume that the use value ora house close to the beach stays high until the house becomes unusable, at which time all value is lost. As indicated above, using the ex anle hedonic equation to predict ex post eff~cts will likely overshoot the true measure. Coastal property characteristics that arc valued by homeowners include proximity to the beach (the inverse of distance), as well as quality of the beach. \Ve value physical changes in the coastal environment accruing to homeowners under the assumption that estimated hedonic prices associated with these attributes remain constant. In ad w dition, the value associated with frontage on the ocean is not lost, but rather transferred to other properties. These stylized facts partially compensate for the value of houses lost to erosion, but the hedonic prices of these attributes could change, which may damper this effcct. Our approach abstracts from any structural change in the underlying hedonic relationship, which could be an important consideration.
Distance and beach width Ill.USt be recalculated for every period in the erosion process and recvaluated in terms of its effect on the remaining housing stock. \Ve assumed that a retreat process would generally maintain wide, high-quality beaches (Pilkey 1999) , which increases the use value associated with housing. For consistency, beach widths in the retreat simulation were altered in accordalJ.ce with thc Retreat Alternative in the contingcnt choice survey. The distance ofcach housc from the ERF is reduced annually by the erosion rate, which also increases the use value of housing. The effect of distance can be expected to become negligible at some significant dist.ance from the beach, and in our sample there seemed to be no significant relationship beyond 460 meters from the ERF. Houses further than 460 . meters were not modeled ns increasing in value as their distance from the beach decrensed. In addition, there are two important discrete effects that must be addressed: houses that are lost to the erosion process, and houses that move from nonheachfront to beach front status. To identify these properties, we examined every property within 100 meters of the dune line (slightly more than 10% of the sample). For each of these properties, two distances were measured on the county tax maps: the distance at which the property would be consumed by erosion, and the distance at which it became henchfront, Ifeither of these distances were surpassed during the simulation, the status and resulting value of the house was adjusted. In the case of houses lost to erosion, the value of the housing services was permanently lost and a one-time charge of $14,000 (Pnrsons and Powell '1997) was assessed as the cost of dismantling and removal. In the case of a change to beachfront status, the value of the dum.my variable for beachfront is changed from '0' to 'I', and the house re w ce~ves the increment in benefits predicted by the hedonic model for beach front houses.
Under the assumptions governing this analysis, the effect of a retreat scenario on the value of housing services depends somewhat idiosyncratically on the erosion rate (sec table 6). The stream of property benefits clearly decreases under a retreat scenario, but the degree of diminution is not monotonically related to the rate of ero w sion. At higher rates of erosion, beaches widen and proximity increases more quickly, which partinlly compensates for lost housing. As mentioned above, oceanfront statlls is never lost outright, but rather transferred to remaining properties. At an erosion rate of two meters per yea"r, the estimated welfare loss for homeowners accruing from retreat over the 25-year simulation is around $32 million. Net Benefits of the Alternative Management Approaches \Ve have outlincd the analyses performcd to produce estimates of benefits and costs' for three categories -(;) housing benefits/costs, (ii) recreational benefits, and (iii) direct management costs -associated with the three management policies under consideration -(i) status quo involving armoring and nourishment, (ii) nourishment without armoring, and (iii) shoreline retreat. In tablc'7, all results are expressed relative to the status quo management strategy. It should be kept in mind that the recreational benefit estimates are a lower bound. The property effects associated with beach nourishment are an upper bound, while those associated with retreat are a lower bound, since the beneficial aspects of retreat partially offset property losses. A fundamental result of our analysis is that the estimated recreational benefits from wider beaches with no visible seawall, groins, and rip-rap are very huge compared to any of the estimated costs imposed by strategies that achieve these higher-quality beaches. Moreover, average household WTP of beach visitors is higher when the households are told how these improved beaches will be attained. Both the Nourishment and Retreat treatment variables were positive and significant in the 'day-tripper' model. (Neither treatment was statistically significant in the 'pass-holder' model.) The estimated recreational benefits are 17% higher fornourished beaches and 7% higher for beaches managed through retreat, both relative to the case where the management strategy is not specified. This result suggests that beach visitors are concerned about how beaches are managed, and would apparently like to have a say in the matter. Given the very different nature of these management approaches, we conjecture that a portion of our sample prefers the nourishment strategy, while another portion exhibits a preference for the retreat strategy. WTP could be diminished under the "unspecified" treatment due to household concerns about which approach would be taken. Under this interpretation, benefit estimates under the unspecific scenario represent pure recreational and aesthetic values of improved beaches reduced by the risk premium arising from uncertainty regarding which management regime will be implemented. The incremental values associated with the specific regimes reflect average preferences for these distinct approaches. The sizable recreational benefits from both alternative regimes drive the overall resulting social welfare measures presented in table 7, The marginal change in social welfare across both regimes ranges from approximately $108 million to $136 million. The higher estimated net benefits of beach management on Tybee Island over 25 years are associated with the retreat strategy under modest erosion (1/3 -2/3 meters per year). These scenarios exhibit high recreational benefits, management cost savings (in terms of foregone nourishment and armoring expenditures), and small net pecuniary effects on the property market.
If the realized erosion rute is greater than 2/3 meter per year and beach nourishm ent costs without shoreline armoring do not rise drastically (less than double the current costs), beach nourishment would be the preferred strategy over the time frame of this analysis, The estimated recreational benefits of beach nourishment arc greater than those under shoreline retreat, and in this scenario the rising manngem ent costs are further justified by the forgone property damage, If beach nourishment costs rise drastically (triple), on the other hand, the optimal strategy again becomes shoreline retreat. This conclusion is similar to that obtained by Kyper and Sorenson (1985) , though their analysis did not include recreational benefits, It should be noted, however, that the property benefits measure is an upper bound. In the beach nourishment scenario, this implies that the true effect could be less than $2,126,677; while in the retrcat scenario, the true negative effect could be even greater in absolute value than what we have estimated. We also note that the recreational benefits are lower bounds. More research on both the recreational benefits and property effects of beach management is clearly warranted. Given the sensitivity of our results to the erosion rate and the rate of increase in management costs, these topics would also be fmitful areas of future research.
Conclusions
III this paper, we have compiled differential costs and benefits to evaluate the efficiency consequences of three relevant management strategies for Tybee Island beaches. \Vc find that the potential benefits from maintaining wide beaches without shoreline armoring are substantial and make the status quo management strategy the least desirable of the three strategies examined. Our stated preference study of the recreational value of beaches indicated that a beach nourishment strategy provides for higher recreational benefits, while the recreational benefits of shoreline retreat are slightly lower. Both strategies, however, receive higher evaluations for the same resulJing general beach conditions than when no management strategy is specified. This result suggests that people value information on the management of natural resources in a substantial way.
Our analysis suggests that the countervailing property losses under a retreat strategy are of the same order of magnitude as the foregone management costs when the beneficial effects of retreat -higher values of housing services for those houses not lost to erosion -are considered. However, property losses are highly dependent upon the rate of shoreline erosion. If unabated shoreline erosion proceeds at a high rate (two meters per year), property losses are estimated at roughly twice the value of management costs foregone. Our results also depend upon how management costs change over time. Under modest cost increases and relatively high erosion rates, beach nourislunent is optimal. However, if costs rise dramatically, shoreline retreat is preferable over beach nourishment.
We interpret our results as indicating that there arc good economic reasons for phasing out the current strategy for managing coastal erosion at Tybee Island. Our results also indicate that a retreat strategy should not be rejected out of hand because of the potential magnitude of losses to property owners. Assuming that the hedonic price function remains stable, we find that the countervailing effects of wider beaches and increasing proximity to the shoreline offset a large portion of the property losses. On the other hand, the value associated with these characteristics may change. Also, an abrupt change in management strategy could shock the property market, inducing larger welfare effects. Understanding the relationship between coastal management, recreational and property benefits, and the housing market is critical.
\Ve would also like to see the results of similar analyses applied to different coastlines. Tybee is a somewhat typical East Coast barrier island, consisting of geological formations similar to that of other islands in the southeast and mid-Atlantic, and exposed to similar weather events (Clayton et al. 1992) . The bathymetry and geographic setting of the Georgia coast, however, partially shelter it frolll the full brunt of hurricane and tropical storm forces. As such, erosive forces, and thus the costs associated with beach management, could be higher in other areas. Moreover, costs and benefits will be proportional to the levels of development and visitation on a given barrier island. Our analytical approach could be instructive in making deci- has been eroding at its north and south shore, but it has been guining sand at its central shore. has a total of2.9 miles of ocean front. Beginning in 1882, rock seawalls and groins have been constructed in an effort to control erosion and protect buildings. More recently, beach replenishment has becn used to maintain the beach. t7 percent of the ocean front is currently covered with rocks and concrete. provides recreation for visitors and local residcnts, including sunbathing, walking, swimming, beach volleyball, etc.
Shore erosion is thc disappcarance of land into water. Some erosion is a natural consequence of the shifting nature of sand. Erosion is also caused by channel drcdging and other human activities. When people try to prevent the loss of land to erosion, beach conditions usually change. Beaches become narrower and arc often bordered by manmade structures like rock or concrete seawalls, rock groins, and jetties.
On Tybee Isla-nd there are stretches of ocean that have experienced a buildup of sand, and beachgoers arc generally pleased with the resulting wide sandy beach. Along other parts of the shore there has been serious erosion. On these stretches, visitors have experienced IHUroW low-tide beaches, the disappearance of the beach at high tide, and large rock and concrete structures next to or in the ocean.
Future beach conditions on the island depend on the management choices made in reaction to erosion. Your participation in this study will provide information on how people value beaches alld what erosion control strategies will be best for Tybee Isl and.
Beach Erosion and Outdoor Recreation
In recent years many public facilities, including parks, have been financed by user fees instead of tax revenue. User fees can pay for maintenance and for improvements such as better beach conditions. At Tybee Island, parking meters currently charge from $0.50 to $l/hOUf, or you can use the city parking lots for $5.00/day, or you can buy an annual sticker for $50.00 that lets you park at the meters or the lots.
